Practice 2: Short multiplication

Unitary Method Pt 1
Topics
✓ Visualizing unitary method using tape diagrams & writing
support math sentences
✓ Starting with the value of one (1)
✓ Starting with value of multiple

✓

Calculate the following using short multiplication.
T – Write "1410 ÷ 6 = " Say, “Use short multiplication to
calculate the answer.
S – Complete activity.
T – How can we prove that our product is correct?

Comparing Prices - Finding the Best Buy - Buying in
Quantity

Repeat process with the following:
Practice 1: Adding and Multiplying unit fractions
3

T – Write “4 =

4

+

4

+ 4”

S – Complete the math sentence using unit fractions.
T – Say “Can you write this addition sentence as a multiplication
3
sentence and get the same answer as 4?
1

3

S – Write “4 × 3 = 4”
Repeat using the following
𝟐 𝟑 𝟔 𝟓 𝟑
, ,
, ,
𝟓 𝟖 𝟏𝟎 𝟒 𝟐

2,025 ÷ 5

9,310 ÷ 7

$5.20 ÷ 4

$5.70 ÷ 6

S.E.A. 2010 Application Problems – You have eight (8) minutes to
do the next five (5) questions. TIME YOURSELF

4. The pictograph shows the first choice of sports for boys in
Standard 4. In the class 40 boys play volleyball.
Volleyball

1. Write in figures:
One million, two thousand and three.

Football
Cricket
a) Complete the scale.

= __boys
2. Write in the box the number that CORRECTLY completes the
number sentence.

2
=
3 12

b) How many pupils play football?

3. What is the perimeter of the rectangular garden.

5 cm

12 cm

5. Susan weights 46 kilograms. Her brother weighs 5 more kilograms
than Susan. How many kilograms do both children weigh
ALTOGETHER?

Visualizing unitary method using tape diagrams
Read each statement. Draw a tape diagram to support the statement
you read. Write a math sentence to support your drawing.

Try These:
1. A cheese burger costs $35.00

Example 1

Mac purchased a pen for $6.70.
$6.70

1 pen = $6.70
2. One bottle of water holds 750ml of water.

1 pen

Example 2

Jan buys three yoyos for $12.00

1 yoyo

1 yoyo

1 yoyo

$12.00

3 yoyos = $12.00

3. Four candy bars costs $15.00

4. 8 trucks each carries 12 tables

8. A man orders a dozen boxes of japs for $25 per box.

5. A dozen eggs is bought for $6.00
9. John pays $45.15 for 3 pairs of pants.

6. 1760 mangoes fit in a bucket.

10. 3 students each have $45.00

7. Each heap has 5 oranges.

Starting with the value of one (1)
Often the value or cost of one item is used to calculate the value of
many equivalent items. In other words, we repeatedly add the same
value many times to find the cost or value of all the items.

Try These:
1. The cost of each doll is $33.54. How much will 6 dolls cost?

The value or cost of one item is called the unit cost.
Most times, when the we start with the unit
cost of a single item, we can multiply to find
the cost of many items.
2. A factor produces 350 cars per day.
a) How many cars will 8 factories produce?

Example: Recall the statement

Mac purchased a pen for $6.70.

$6.70
1 pen

How much will Mac spend on 5 pens?
1 pen

1 pen

1 pen

1 pen

1 pen

b) How much will 15 factories produce?
5 × $6.70 = $33.50
WORKING:

1 pen = $6.70
5 pens = 5 times as many as $6.70
= 5 × $6.70 = $33.50

3. A cheese burger costs $35.00.
a) How much will 4 similar burgers cost?

b) How much will 7 similar burgers cost?

4. One bottle of water holds 750 millilitres of water. 3 bottles will
hold how many millilitres?

5. 8 trucks each carries 12 tables. How many tables are there in total?

6. How many mangoes can fit in 5 containers if 1760 mangoes can fit
into one container?

Often a problem may not list money values as $2 instead of $2.00

Starting with the value of multiple
Most times, when the value of many is given, we can calculate for the
value of one by dividing. The example below shows how this is done.

Remember to ALWAYS add the two zeros before you begin any
working. The example below shows how this is done.
Example 2

Example 1

Ron purchased 4 phone apps for $3.00. What is the cost of
an app?

.

We can visualize this using a tape diagrams. The value
of the whole tape diagram shows the 4 apps is $3.00

Remember to ALWAYS add the
two zeros before you begin any
working. The example below
shows how this is done.

$3.00

1

Plums are sold at 8 for $2. What is the cost of 1 extra plum?

1 app = 4

1 app

1 app

1app

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4

8 plumbs = $2.00
1

1

8

8

1 plumb = of $2.00 or

×

2.00
1

= $2.00 ÷ 8 = $0.25
We can solve the problem using statements like these below.

4 apps

= $3.00

1 app

= of $3.00 or ×

1

1

3.00

4

4

1

= $3.00 ÷ 4 = $0.75

Try these

10. Mr. Hooper’s Store sells six rubber bands for $1.80. What is the
unit cost of each band?

7. Mack purchased 5 phone apps for $4.00. How much does each app
cost?

8. Three cans of juice hold 375 units of liquid. How much units do a
can hold?

Calculate the unit cost in each statement. Do these in your
copybook.
11. 4 cans of corn for $2.28

12. 3 packages of sliced salami for $7.77

9. The cost of 8 boxes of matches is $12.48. What is the cost per box?

13. 3 limes for $1.65

14. 4 pounds of onions for $2.80

15. 6 bags of Doritos for $13.50

Comparing Prices - Finding the Best Buy - Buying in Quantity
Sometimes a store has two prices for the same item. One price is for
buying a single item, while the other price is for buying more than one
of that item. For example, soup may cost $10.49 for a single can or
$20.28 for two cans. In this case, if you buy two cans, you will pay
less per can. Sometimes buying in quantity saves money.
A cost comparison is when we look at two different products and try to
determine the best value.
Example
A store is selling boxes of cereal at two prices. The regular price is
$2.89 per box. The special is 2 boxes for $4.98.
a) Which is the best price?
Regular

SOLUTION:
Step 1
Divide the non-unit price by the number of items.
$24.98 ÷ 2 = $12.47
Step 2
Compare the both unit prices to determine to determine which is the
best price.
Regular - $12.89
Special - $12.47
The Special price is the best price because it is the cheaper unit cost.

Special

b) How much would a customer save?
SOULTION
Subtract the smaller price from the larger price.

for $12.89

$12.89 − $12.47 = $0.42

$24.98
Try these

$12.89 is the unit price
because it’s the price of one
box.
I would need to find the
unit price for 2 for $14.98

16. At the store 1 bottle of Malox ® sells for $4.98 or a customer can
by 2 bottles for $9.78.

17. Two tins of sardines for $1.98 or 5 tins for $4.90. Which of the
prices is the best price?

18. Which shop has the cheapest sale on rubber bands?
Shop A
Shop B
Shop C

6 for $1.80
4 for $1.60
8 for $2

MAKE YOUR OWN WORD PROBLEM. WRITE IN THE BOX.

Calculate the unit cost in each statement. Do these in your
copybook.

20. 1box of facial tissue for $1.79 or 3 boxes for $2.91

21. 1 jar of olives for $1.69 or 2 jars for $2.48

22. 1 can of creamed corn for $0.89 or 5 cans for $3.50
19. Which is cheaper buy?
23. 1 dozen eggs for $1.29 or 2 dozen for $1.98
2 apples
for $3

3 plums
for $2
24. 1 package of cheese for $2.55 or 3 packages for $5.79

